RECENT MEETS

USMS SCY National April 27th – April 30th.  2,026 Swimmers in attendance.
Great participation by SPMS in volunteering and swimming.
We had 4 teams finish in the Top 10:
3rd Place Las Vegas Masters
4th Place Rose Bowl Masters
5th Place Golden Road Aquatics
10th Place Santa Barbara Masters

Upcoming SPMS Meets:
UCLA LC June 11th
Las Vegas LC June 24th (Sanction Pending)
Santa Barbara LC June 30th – July 1st
Patrick Moore Memorial Relay Swim Meet July 9th
SouthWest Regional Zone Championships July 14th – July 16th

- The Meet Operations

Current WIP:
1) Meet Survey – Designing a short Survey to obtain feedback from swimmers after each meet.
2) Meet Safety Reminder Sheet – Having safety issues at meets with swimmers diving into warm up lanes etc. Working on safety sheet to go out to all coaches and newsletter reminder.
3) Revising the Meet Host Guidelines
4) Revising Observation Report for Observed Meets